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Report: 
The general purpose of this experiment was to investigate the interaction of the classical malaria drug 

Chloroquine with an infected red blood cell in vivo.  As in previous experiments a snapshot of the in-vivo 

condition was reached by high pressure cryo-freezing of the hydrated infected red blood cell.  We have shown 

in the past
1
 that the combination of soft X-ray tomography and fluorescence imaging of the same red blood 

cell can enable a biochemistry analysis of the concentration of hemoglobin, potassium, and hemozoin crystals 

as well as the drug in different organelles of the cell such as the parasite digestive vacuole or its cytosol, and 

the cytosol of the red blood cell outside the parasite.  The analysis requires scrutinizing care, and within the 

short period (less than two weeks) between the experiment and the deadline for submission of this report this 

has not been possible to accomplish. Nevertheless, we are convinced that the quality of the data obtained will 

enable us to do so in the near future.   

There is however one important aspect of the experiment that we are able to report on, and that is the 

interaction between the drug and hemozoin (Hz) crystals. Detailed calculations
2,3

 have indicated that 

Chloroquine will bind to specific faces of Hz crystals and thereby impede binding of heme dimers hence 

arresting growth of Hz crystals. As the result, free heme will accumulate in the digestive vacuole and kill the 

parasite.  Although this model of drug action is generally favored by the research community, it has not been 

confirmed experimentally. Therefore, this was a primary motivation for the present experiment. Instead of 

Chloroquine (ClQ) we have used the isomorphous molecule Bromoquine (BrQ) because X-ray fluorescence 



from Cl could be caused from other molecules or ions than ClQ.  The K-edge energy for Br, about 12 keV, is 

conveniently lower than the exciting beam energy of 17.05 keV.  In one infected red blood cell we observed 

an isolated Hz crystal, presumably escaped from the digestive vacuole by its rupture, and indeed with a high 

local concentration of Br around the faces of the crystal.  The image data are shown in two panels in the 

figure below.  The two panels show the fluorescence images of Fe atoms, bound to heme comprising Hz 

crystals, and Br atoms bound in the drug molecule BrQ.  The figure shows unambiguously that the drug 

molecules have a pronounced affinity to bind to the crystal faces, and a scrutinizing analysis will reveal 

whether it corresponds to a sub-monolayer, a mono-layer (or more) of drug molecules on the surface of the 

Hz crystal.  The image would be even more informative with the beam focus closer to its theoretical value of 

12 nm 
4
 rather than the 30-50 nm achieved at 17.1 keV because with a 12 nm resolution one could have 

identified the (h,k,l)-Miller indices of the faces of the Hz crystal by its morphology and observed whether the 

BrQ binding depends on the face Miller indices as expected by the theoretical calculation alluded to above.  

This is important in a wider perspective, because if confirmed the reliability of the theoretical model would 

be enhanced considerably and would stimulate computation of modified drug molecules eventually leading to 

a better drug.  

The discrepancy between the observed and the theoretical focal spot size is due to a manufacture imperfection 

in the KB optics available at 17.05 keV.  It was recently shown by the beamline staff 
4
 that the KB optics 

available for 33.6 keV was indeed very close to being perfect with a resulting focal spot size of only 13 nm.  

We have therefore proposed a continuation of our experiment to be carried out with the 33.6 keV optics 

which will furthermore enable us to also investigate another promising drug of the quinoline family, namely 

RuQ.  

Figure 1 X-ray fluorescence maps from a bromoquine-affected hemozoin crystal. 
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